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CARTRIDGE

Audio Note (UK) IO Gold

HOLY
TRINITY
By Stefan Gawlick. Photography: Ingo Schulz

ARE THERE THREE PATHS TO
HAPPINESS? OR JUST ONE THAT
COMBINES THE OTHERS? OR
DO YOU JUST HAVE TO BE
MORE OF A FAN TO REACH
HEAVEN? SO MANY QUESTIONS...
▶

F I D E L I T Y № 5 6 — 0 4 /2 0 2 1
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T

he path to analog happiness is arduous—seriously arduous.
And it requires a certain capacity for suffering—or even
gluttony for punishment—if you’re really going to throw
yourself into this world. After all, the digital path to music
is so much easier, especially now that streaming players are
excellent and affordable. So why would you sort out so many tricky
things, which are all necessary, just to ensure that your analog set-up
is perfectly on track? And do you really want to have to check room
humidity just because dryness can cause a crackling noise? Admittedly,
many turntables still leave you asking this question when listening to
them. But the fact remains that they elicit a deep nostalgia and trigger
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memories of the good old days when we would wait anxiously for the
latest record releases and stay up all night compiling mixtapes. If you’ve
never done that, it isn’t too late to make up for lost time. Compiling a
fantastic mixtape specifically with a special someone in mind generates
an astonishingly close bond between you and the music. But that could
be the subject of a whole other article.
To cut to the chase: turntables are delightfully old-fashioned but
objectively don’t have a lot going for them, since nowadays with a lot
less effort, time and money you could set up some digital sources that
would easily upstage a turntable. However, if you find yourself in the
W W W. F I D E L I T Y - O N L I N E . D E — R E D A K T I O N @ F I D E L I T Y - M A G A Z I N . D E
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A single pickup does not make a summer: to ensure we
could enjoy Audio Note’s luxury pickup properly, the
German sales team sent us the corresponding AN-S4
transformer which, to our surprise, has its life story
written on the front panel.
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enviable position of listening to a truly great turntable, then you will
immediately see the world in a whole new light.
Just a small aside on how the current situation is impacting our work:
it took no less than five months from the order being placed with the
manufacturer to the friendly DHL driver ringing my bell, all thanks to
BREXIT, the coronavirus pandemic and the fact that customs authorities are swamped.
We are also aware that all Audio Note devices only fully blossom when
in the company of other family members—the chain concept is not
merely a marketing ploy by the Brits but actually makes an audible
difference. However, the cold, harsh reality is also that only a select
F I D E L I T Y № 5 6 — 0 4 /2 0 2 1

few can afford the complete Audio Note package all at once, so most
people must gradually invest in this cosmos, starting at one end of
the chain and working through it, piece after piece, cable after device.
During a discussion with Audio Note mastermind Peter Qvortrup,
we agreed on an introductory piece that was at least small in size: a
cartridge system. However, as this concerns a world of pure silver
components, make no mistake—even this introduction to the brand
cannot be purchased for peanuts. And while AN does offer less expensive systems, we wanted the full experience.
Speaking of the full experience, a system of this quality deserves an
appropriate transformer, and it is often said that a transformer is an ▶
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absolute must for a respectable system. I can see how that could be
true, and it is certainly the case if you want to get the best of the system.
However, I imagine that the IO Gold could provide a fabulous performance even without its friends and family.
There it was, the beautiful little thing, still napping in a rather fancy
wooden box—but not for much longer. Normally, I allow such fragile
creatures to acclimatize a few days. However, I was keener than usual
to quickly test the IO Gold and ensure it was working in order to allow
myself time to respond if it had been damaged in transit. Remember
people: five long months…
The Audio Note IO Gold is a thoroughly chunky block which, believe
it or not, weighs in at 20 grams. This all comes down to the large housing made of metal, but presumably it needs to be in order to properly
144

install and arrange everything inside. The makers also highly value the
system casing’s resonance behavior and thus felt it crucial to utilize
a particularly rigid housing, thereby eliminating standing waves and
ensuring as frictional of a component connection as possible. There’s
good reason why the system can be attached to the corresponding arm
with six (!) screws. Some exciting ideas have also been implemented
inside. Development time was particularly dedicated to the cantilever as Qvortrup felt that this was a major weakness of many existing
designs. To strike the perfect balance between keeping it lightweight
and achieving maximum stability, they experimented with numerous
materials and geometries before settling on a titanium tube tapered
both inside and out. This being different to nan old cylindrical tube
tapered on the outside. According to Audio Note, the key to success is
how the tapering progresses as the material thickness reduces. It’s far
W W W. F I D E L I T Y - O N L I N E . D E — R E D A K T I O N @ F I D E L I T Y - M A G A Z I N . D E
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Gold and dark wood always dance perfectly together. In fact, the IO’s mix of
materials, determined during listening tests, is not only extremely impressive
in terms of sound quality but also visually stunning—after all, you should
expect indulgence at every level with this price tag.
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Material: diamond, type: AN; this combination guarantees that the IO Gold not only conveys the what and
the how, but is one of only a handful of cartridges to convey the why.

from cheap though. Given the company owner’s fondness for silver, it
is no wonder that every coil is wound from the finest silver wire.
The diamond even has its own cut, which AN developed when they
became disappointed with the parts offered by suppliers. It is called the
“AN Type 1 Diamond”. Peter Qvortrup was keen to explain its foundations: it is a tremendously sharp design based on the original Van den
Hul cut, but which should be much better polished. Also—and this is
very important to the Brits—it is a natural and not synthetic diamond
as, according to Qvortrup, the genuine article is much harder than its
industrially manufactured counterpart. Whilst these days Audio Note
must make the digital electronics in Lithuania and produce the loudspeakers in Austria, on account of BREXIT, they continually dedicate
themselves to little gems such as the IO Gold in good old England.
F I D E L I T Y № 5 6 — 0 4 /2 0 2 1

But how do you even approach a system with this price tag? As a
journalist, you’re destined to fail as someone will always think you’re
deaf and/or bought off. Yet, this also gives you complete freedom.
Disclaimer: as I’m typing these lines, the system is already on its way
home. Ultimately, the experience is what counts. It’s like with a Leica:
if you defined the quality of a camera based purely on the sensor class,
every Sony A7 would be considered superior. And so we arrive again at
that something which is so difficult to put into words. And it is a very
similar situation here.
Richard Strauss’ “Four Last Songs” were playing on the turntable, sung
by the inimitable Elisabeth Schwarzkopf. First came the “when,” after
a few orchestral lead-in notes, as she deployed that voice of hers, there
was resolution, attention to detail and precision. And that was all ▶
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SONOROUS
ANALYTICAL

A component is 100% intuitive if you can
exploit its potential to the full intuitively.

well and good, but in addition to the where, the how and the what, the
IO Gold also seemed to convey the why.
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf was stood there, singing—just for me. Yet with
jaw-dropping intensity. I have listened to this record so many times. It
is truly quite difficult to describe. Truth be told, this technically rather
mediocre recording can be fully reproduced with any half-decent
adjusted turntable. However, Elisabeth Schwarzkopf’s vivid, lively,
moving and fragile voice always evade most of them. And this is even
true with many expensive set-ups, as her performance had never been
delivered so intensely for me. This impression noticeably heightened
when I connected the Audio Note AN-S4 transformer between the
system and the preamplifier. Stefan Wörmer, AN’s go-to man in
Germany, kindly threw it into the mix for good measure to ensure peak
results. An aura such as this is nearly beyond words and can hardly
be compressed into a mere review. So I’m now assessing it as more of
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ACCOMPANYING EQUIPMENT
Turntable: Transrotor Apollon TMD with
SME 5 and SME 3012 among others | CD
player: Mark Levinson No. 390s | DAC:
Merging Technologies | Integrated
amplifier: Lavardin IT | Preamplifier:
Crane Song Avocet | Power amplifiers:
digital power amp based on ICEpower,
Accuphase P-4200 | Loudspeakers:
Spendor Classic 3/5, Wilson Audio
Sasha DAW, Sky Audio

It does not matter how much
is packed into a component’s
housing. What matters is that
the ingredients are precisely
the right ones. No other device
illustrates this more accurately
than the Brits’ transformer.

an open report. How else could I convey that sublime experience? By
simply comparing system X with system Y? I could have, and the IO
Gold would still have stacked up against even the toughest competition. However, what makes this system and in fact most Audio Note
products stand apart would have been missed: a certain musical magic
that does not reveal itself to everyone. However, if it does for you, these
electronics will offer an experience rarely found anywhere else. ■
Cartridge | Audio Note (UK) IO Gold
Concept: moving coil (MC) system | Output voltage: 0.04 mV / 5 cm/s | Output
impedance: 1 Ω | Matching impedance: 3 to 4 Ω | Frequency range: 10 to
50 kHz, ± 2 dB | Channel separation: > 30 dB (at 1 kHz) | Weight: 20 g | Stylus
pressure: 2 to 3 g (2.5 g optimal) | Cantilever: titanium | Diamond: AN Type 1
Diamond | Warranty period: 2 years | Price: approx. €9,200
Audio Note Deutschland | Soltauer Straße 44 | 29646 Bispingen |
Germany | Telephone +49 5194 5050599 | sw@audionote-deutschland.de |
www.audionote-deutschland.de, www.audionote.co.uk
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CHALLENGING
INTUITIVE

EUPHONIC
VIVID

While other pickups are
defined by their parameters,
it seems that Audio Note’s
IO Gold stands on the strength
of its soul. The sumptuous and
wonderful cartridge doesn’t
just get its audience to listen
but to feel.
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